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SITUATION:
Small Business Owners Have Difficulty Getting the Credit 
They Need to Start and Grow

Getting the financing your small business needs to grow has 
always been challenging, but never more so than in today’s 
economy. To get the capital they need, more and more small 
business owners are turning to credit cards as a financ-
ing tool. In fact, credit cards are currently the number-one 
source of small business financing. 

PROBLEM:
Using Credit Cards the Wrong Way Makes It Harder 
to Access Capital 

Used properly, credit cards offer many benefits for small 
business owners. But using credit cards the wrong way 
can affect a small business owner’s ability to get credit and 
capital in the future. Whether by using a personal credit card 
for business, using the wrong kind of business credit card, 
overutilizing the wrong credit cards or failing to maintain 
adequate available credit, too many small business owners 
are using credit cards the wrong way without even knowing 
it...and NOBODY is talking about this!

SOLUTION:
Learn the Right Way to Use Credit Cards for  
Your Small Business

Understand how to use credit cards the right way. Begin by 
paying off or reducing your existing credit card debt. Then be 
vigilant about maintaining or achieving good credit. Increase 

your available credit strategically and be sure to use the right 
kind of business credit card(s). Working with a qualified 
credit and lending expert can help improve your access to 
credit and capital. 

RESULT:
Get the Credit and Capital You Need - Now and in the  
Future - to Grow Your Business
When you use credit cards the right way, your small business 
will have a better chance of obtaining the credit and capi-
tal you need, when you need it, on the best possible terms. 
That lets you seize opportunities to service new customers, 
expand into new markets and achieve your business goals.

Executive Summary
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As a small business owner, you know how important it is to 
be able to access the capital you need to grow your business. 
But did you know that the way you’re using your 
business and personal credit cards today could 
be jeopardizing your ability to get capital for your 
business tomorrow? 

“The challenges of obtaining financing for small 
business owners are well documented,” says Brian 
Moran, Executive Director, Sales Development at 
The Wall Street Journal, who has over 20 years of 
experience in the small business space. “What the 
owners need are people who understand the different bank 
and nonbank options that are available. Research shows that 
basic tools, such as credit cards, are typically not utilized 
properly, leading to additional funding issues.” Like anything 
else, credit cards can be used the right way or the wrong 
way. 

“Many business owners don't [use credit cards properly],” 
warns John Ulzheimer, President of Consumer Education 
at SmartCredit.com and the nation’s premier credit expert, 
“and if you can't articulate the details of exactly how to [use 
them], then you are probably one of the many.” 

Small Business Credit Card 
Trends

Credit cards are by far the most com-
mon source of financing for America’s 
small business owners. According to a 
2012 report by the National Federation 

of Independent Business (NFIB), 79% of small business own-
ers use credit cards for business purposes.  This is more than 

any other source of financing, including business earnings. 
That’s up substantially from 1993, according to the National 
Small Business Association (NSBA), when just 16 percent of 
small-businesses owners identified credit cards as a source of 
funding they had used in the preceding 12 months. 

Despite what you may have heard about the dangers of cred-
it card usage, this increase is not in and of itself a bad thing. 
“Many people are critical about credit card usage,” says Kris 
Roglieri, Founder of Commercial Capital Training Group and 
President of a commercial finance company since 1998. 
“However, most of the critics aren't entrepreneurs, haven't 
built businesses, and don't understand the requirements and 
pressures that small business owners face.”

In fact, increased business credit card use has had many pos-
itive results for both small businesses and the U.S. economy. 
A 2010 Keybridge Research study, Quantifying the Impact of 
Credit Cards on Small Business Growth & U.S. Job Creation, 
found that each $1,000 in credit card use was associated 

Introduction

A 2010 Keybridge Research study, Quantifying the Im-
pact of Credit Cards on Small Business Growth & U.S. 
Job Creation, found that each $1,000 in credit card use 
was associated with an increase in firm revenue of  
approximately $5,500.
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with an increase in firm revenue of approximately $5,500, 
and each $5,613 increase in credit card use per month 
created one net new job. During this five-year study, they 
also found that business credit card lending pumped over 
$142 billion into the economy on an annual basis and was 

responsible for 
the creation of 
over 1.6 million 
jobs. (How's 
that for a stimu-
lus plan?)

However, these 
positive results 
don’t accrue to 
all businesses, 
because while 

more and more small business owners are using credit cards 
in their businesses, a growing number of them are using 
those credit cards the wrong way. Experts—from 
bankers and other lenders to small business ex-
perts—are largely ignoring this issue. 

“We need to do an extreme credit and lend-
ing makeover in the small business marketplace 
and increase the level of understanding about 
these core issues that impact so many millions 
of business owners and their livelihoods," says 
Tom Gazaway, founder and President of Hawkeye 
Management, which specializes in unsecured business loans 
and unsecured business lines of credit. The company, which 
has offices in Blackwood, NJ, and Bentonville, AR, has a 
nationally recognized credit card program among its other 

offerings.

"There's a reason banks approve less than 10 percent of the 
applications they get from small business owners. There's 
also a reason why credit cards are the most popular form of 
financing for small business owners,” says Gazaway. Unfor-
tunately, he says, due to a lack of education and understand-
ing, too many small business owners are using credit cards 
the wrong way—which can not only damage their credit 
scores, but also limit their ability to get additional funding 
and grow their businesses. 

“I realize that our database and experiences will be different 
than people who offer commercial real estate loans or equip-
ment financing, but we focus on working capital and helping 
people avoid needing collateral and protecting and preserv-
ing their credit as they grow their businesses,” says Gazaway. 
“But nobody would deny the importance of having good 
credit.  We talk about treating your credit almost like an asset 
on the balance sheet.  It's that important. We get hundreds of 

new requests each month, and for us, the number-one reason 
small businesses can’t get credit is that they are using credit 
cards the wrong way. The problem is especially severe for 
small businesses seeking $25,000 to $150,000 in financing.”

"Nobody would deny the importance of having good 
credit.  We talk about treating your credit almost like 
an asset on the balance sheet.  It's that important. We 
get hundreds of new requests each month, and for us, 
the number-one reason small businesses can’t get cred-
it is that they are using credit cards the wrong way."

Tom Gazaway
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	It can delay your access to credit. If you need credit right 
away to fulfill an order or take advantage of a business op-
portunity, you may not be able to access it. “Unfortunately, 
we see many clients who have to spend three to six weeks 
getting their credit in order before they can even apply to 
banks or other lenders,” says Gazaway.

	It can prevent you from getting the lowest possible  
interest rate on your loan or line of credit. If you 
want access to zero- or low-interest loans, you 
need to use credit cards correctly. If you don’t, 
your options will be limited to higher-interest 
loans or lines of credit, requiring higher payments 
and negatively impacting your business’s cash 
flow. 

	It can keep you from getting unsecured loans. 
If you have collateral to pledge, 
like your stock market invest-
ments, the assets in your 401(k) 
plan or the equity in your home, 
it’s still relatively easy to get a 
loan from most lenders. But as 

Gazaway notes, “Part of obtaining capital should be consid-
ering the risk perspective. What if you pledge your precious 
collateral and your business doesn’t succeed? It’s not fun to 
think about, but you need to think about what that would 
look like.” With unsecured loans, the worst-case scenario 
will be some negatives on your credit report, but you don’t 
risk losing your home or your nest egg. 

	It can keep you from getting financing altogether. “The 
hardest thing for us is when we have to tell the [business 
owner] who needs $50,000 or $100,000—and sometimes 
less—to pick up a new contract that would take their busi-
ness to the next level that they can't get that small amount 
of capital because they've used their credit cards the wrong 
way,” says Gazaway. “If they had used credit cards the right 
way and not impacted their personal credit, they would get 

their financing and be able to move their business forward."

Now that you know the risks of using your business or per-
sonal credit cards incorrectly, let’s take a closer look at the 
four most common mistakes small business owners make 
when using credit cards.

Mistake #1: Using a Personal Credit Card  
  for Business

Using your personal credit card for business purposes is a big 
mistake—but it’s one that many small business owners make. 
According to a report from the Federal Reserve Board, 41 
percent of small business owners use personal credit cards to 
finance their businesses. 

Are You Putting Your Business’s Future at Risk?
What are some of the risks of using credit cards the wrong way?

“Unfortunately, we see many clients who have to spend 
three to six weeks getting their credit in order before 
they can even apply to banks or other lenders,” says 
Gazaway.
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“The challenge for small business owners is that so many 
of them hurt their chances of growing because they don't 
protect their personal credit profiles as they build 
their businesses,” says Ulzheimer.

When you use personal credit cards for business 
purposes, you’re not separating your business and 
personal credit. This hurts you in three ways. 

1. You may not (and probably won’t) qualify to 
write off the costs (such as fees and interest rates) 
of using the funds on your taxes. 

2. If your business runs into trouble and becomes 
delinquent on payments—on any type of personal or busi-
ness credit card--it will negatively affect your personal credit 
report. This can impact your ability to achieve the goals you 
want for yourself, such as buying a new car, remodeling 
your home or enjoying a family vacation. 

3. When you don’t separate your personal and business 
credit, you’re not building a strong credit history for your 
business. This will make it more difficult to obtain capital or 
even to obtain new business credit in the future, hampering 
your business’s growth.

Mistake #2: Using the Wrong Kind of  
  Business Credit Card

Even if you are using a business 
credit card, it may not be the right 
one. Did you know that some busi-
ness credit card issuers report usage 
information to your personal credit 

report? That’s right. In fact, a 2012 study by CardHub found 
that six of the top 10 business credit card issuers relay busi-

ness credit card usage information to their cardholders’ 
personal credit reports.

“From a credit perspective most people know that things like 
late payments, tax liens, and bankruptcies are bad and can 
hurt their credit reports and scores,” says Ulzheimer. “One 
of the most misunderstood elements of credit scoring is how 
the excessive leveraging of credit cards that report to your 
personal credit reports will not only hurt your credit scores 
but, as a result, will also make it difficult to obtain additional 
funding in the future.”

Clearly, using this type of business credit card can lead to 
the same problems you’ll face when you use a personal 
credit card for your business. You’re putting your personal 
credit score at risk, and since you’re failing to separate busi-
ness credit and personal credit, you’re not building a strong 
business credit profile. (If you already have a business credit 
card, you should check your personal credit report to make 

“One of the most misunderstood elements of credit 
scoring is how the excessive leveraging of credit cards 
that report to your personal credit reports will not only 
hurt your credit scores but, as a result, will also make it 
difficult to obtain additional funding in the future.”

John Ulzheimer
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sure the card doesn’t show up on that report.) Working with 
a credit and lending expert can help you choose the right 
kind of business credit card. 

Mistake #3: Overutilizing Your Business or  
  Personal Credit Card

If you’re using too much of your available credit on a per-
sonal credit card or on a business credit card that reports to 

your personal credit report, you’re 
damaging your credit score. Utili-
zation begins to impact your FICO 
score when you start using more than 
10 percent of available credit on any 
card that reports to your personal 
credit report. Although 

using between 10 and 30 percent of your available 
credit on these types of credit cards is generally 
acceptable to most lenders, using more than 30 
percent of your available credit will negatively af-
fect your FICO scores and make it much more dif-
ficult to obtain additional financing when needed. 
Thirty percent of your FICO score is determined by 
your utilization.  

"We have scores of people every week and hun-
dreds every month who come to us with exces-
sive utilization on their credit, and they don't realize how 
problematic that can make it for them to obtain additional 
financing,” says Gazaway.  

How does overutilization affect your ability to access capi-

tal? “When people have excessive utilization and they can't 
find a viable strategy to alleviate their problem then one of 
two things happen,” Roglieri says. “They either can't get any 
financing or they have to get more expensive financing.  That 
expense will come in higher rates and fees and/or collateral 
requirements.”

Overutilization can also prevent you from obtaining larger 
lines of credit or higher credit card limits. If you’re seeking 
$50,000 to $150,000 in capital, Gazaway explains, you typi-
cally need to obtain the money from several places—for ex-
ample, a $15,000 line of credit from one source, a $20,000 
line of credit from another, and a $25,000 line of credit from 
a third. However, if you’ve overutilized your available credit, 
you won’t be eligible for credit limits that high. If you qualify 

at all, you’ll likely to be limited to borrowing $1,000, $2,000 
or $3,000, which isn’t much help to a growing small busi-
ness. “This is where average approval statistics are deceiv-
ing,” says Gazaway. “Business owners sometimes think the 
goal is just to get approved, but did you really succeed if you 

“When people have excessive utilization and they can't 
find a viable strategy to alleviate their problem then 
one of two things happen. They either can't get any 
financing or they have to get more expensive financing.  
That expense will come in higher rates and fees and/or 
collateral requirements.” 

Kris Roglieri
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only got approved for $2,000 when you could have gotten 
$15,000 or more from that same lender if your utilization 
was lower?”

Mistake #4: Not Having Enough Available Credit 

Both as consumers and as 
business owners, we’re often 
told to minimize our use of 
credit cards, and to keep our 
credit limits manageable. So 
how can having lots of avail-
able credit be a good thing? 

Suppose there are two business owners, both with FICO 
scores of 800 and outstanding credit card balances of $2,500 
on credit cards that report to their personal credit reports. The 
only difference: One business owner has a total of $100,000 

in available credit, and the other has $20,000. 

Now suppose each of the two business owners 
has their line of credit lowered by $15,000. For 
the small business owners with $100,000 in 
available credit, this isn’t a big deal. He or she 
still has $85,000 in credit to work with.

If you’re the small business owner with just 
$20,000 in available credit, however, this is a 
huge deal. Suddenly you only have $5,000 in 
available credit. Making matters worse, since 
you’re carrying a balance of $2,500, suddenly 
your available credit is 50 percent utilized. Be-

cause you’re using 50 percent of your available credit, your 
FICO score drops significantly. You have less money avail-
able to you, and your options for obtaining more are severely 
limited—all because you didn’t have enough available credit. 

Think this can’t happen to you? It very easily can. In a 
survey by the National Small Business Association (NSBA), 
41 percent of small businesses reported having their credit 
limit reduced in the past year. A recent study by the National 

In a survey by the National Small Business Association (NSBA), 41  
percent of small businesses reported having their credit limit  
reduced in the past year. 

Source: National Small Business Association (NSBA)

What's the credit limit for all 
your credit cards combined?
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Federation of Independent Business (NFIB) found that the 
number of small business owners with lines of credit has de-
clined by 10 percent since 2008, and that just 70 percent of 
small business owners seeking to renew their lines of credit 
were successful.  

Having $100,000 or more in available credit can protect 
both you and your business, says Gazaway: “A large number 
of people with FICO scores of 800 have this much available 
credit.” However, a survey by the National Small Business 
Association (NSBA) found that just 23 percent of small  busi-
ness owners have available credit of $100,000 or more, and 
16 percent have under $20,000 in available credit-putting 
their businesses at risk. 

Ready to stop using credit cards the wrong way and start 
using them the right way? Experts offer this advice. “First, 
stop what you’re doing so you don’t make it any 
worse,” says Gazaway.

Another option is to get a debt consolidation loan 
to pay off the credit card debt. “You’ll still owe 
the money,” explains Gazaway, “but this improves 
your credit score, and you will not fail to meet loan under-
writing criteria because you have the wrong kind of credit 
card debt.” Credit scoring models and lenders prefer to see 
installment debt over revolving debt.

Where can you get a debt consolidation loan? Gazaway 
recommends credit unions and smaller banks. If you don’t 

succeed with these lenders, “try peer-to-peer lending net-
works, such as Prosper.com or Lending Club,” he suggests. 
Be aware, however, you’ll pay higher interest rates and 

How to Protect and Mend Your Credit
and avoid the common mistakes made by millions of small business owners

Credit scoring models and lenders prefer to see install-
ment debt over revolving debt.

Source: National Small Business Association (NSBA)
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closing costs than you would at a bank or credit union. Also 
understand that peer-to-peer networks are inquiry-sensitive, 
so making too many prior at-
tempts to get loans elsewhere 
can hurt your chances of getting 
a peer-to-peer loan. 

Once you’ve paid off or reduced 
your credit card debt, use this 
three-step plan to build the 
best possible credit profile and 
ensure that you have the best 
chance of obtaining the business 
credit you need in the future:

1) Be vigilant about maintaining or achieving 
good credit. Keep utilization below 30 percent of your 
total available credit, don't let your busy life cause any late 
payments that could hurt your credit profile, and minimize 

excessive inquiries.  Don't make 
the mistake that millions of busi-
ness owners have made by hurting 
your credit as you grow your busi-
ness.

2) Increase your available 
credit. Seek credit cards or lines 
of credit from several places to 
total $100,000, but do it strategi-

cally. This means that you want to have plenty of available 
credit showing up on your personal credit profile.  You don’t 

want the business credit to show up on your personal credit 
profile because you're going to use the business credit, and 

you want plenty of available credit to show on your report 
so you look like a better credit risk with healthy capacity to 
borrow.  Remember, banks don't lend to people who are "in 
trouble"–they lend to people who look like they don't need 
the money. 

3) Use the right kind of business credit card(s). 
In most cases you'll want to choose cards that don’t report 
activity to your personal credit report. 

Working with a credit and lending expert can help ensure 
you are using credit cards the right way and increase your 
chances of getting the financing you need to grow your busi-
ness, both today and in the future. "Nowadays it's different 
than it was 10 years ago or even before the credit crisis hit 
a few years ago,” says Cort Christie, President of Nevada 
Corporate Headquarters, which has set up thousands of 
businesses yearly for 20 years and offers financing solutions. 

“The credit and lending environment for small business owners is 
much like the legal landscape. If you had a legal matter, you would 
probably hire a qualified lawyer to represent you. One of the reasons 
so many people don't get their funding nowadays is that they're not 
working with a qualified credit and lending expert who understands all 
the nuances of small business credit and borrowing."

Cort Christie
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“The credit and lending environment for small business own-
ers is much like the legal landscape. If you had a legal matter, 
you would probably hire a qualified lawyer to represent you. 
One of the reasons so many people don't get their funding 
nowadays is that they're not working with a qualified credit 
and lending expert who understands all the nuances of small 
business credit and borrowing."

"On a macro level, it slows our nation’s economic growth 
when we limit the ability of our country's entrepreneurs 
and small business owners to start, build and grow their 
businesses and fuel their goals and dreams,” says Gazaway. 
“When you look at the results of the Keybridge Research 
study, you can see that using credit cards the wrong way is 
clearly limiting our ability to add thousands of jobs—and that 
every $25,000 that can't be borrowed by the business owner 

takes over $125,000 of revenue out of the business owner’s 
pocket."

“Credit cards can be one 
of the best financing tools 
for a small business owner 
when they are acquired 
and used properly,” says 
Roglieri. “Where else can 
you get low-cost financ-
ing that doesn't require 
full financials or collateral 
and that you can use over 
and over again without 
repeated requests and ap-
plications?”

“Credit cards can be one of the best financing tools for a small business owner when they are 
acquired and used properly,” says Roglieri.
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Credit cards are an important tool for small business financing in every economy. 
However, using your credit cards the wrong way can 
	delay your access to the credit you need,
	hurt your credit profile and damage your FICO scores,
	keep you from getting the lowest possible interest rate on your loan or line of credit,
	keep you from getting unsecured loans, or
	prevent you from getting financing altogether.

Common mistakes small business owners make when using credit cards include 
	using a personal credit card for business,
	using the wrong kind of business credit card,
	overutilizing credit cards, or 
	failing to maintain adequate available credit. 

To use credit cards the right way, small business owners should 
	pay off or reduce existing credit card debt,
	be vigilant about maintaining or achieving good credit,
	increase available credit strategically, 
	use the right kind of business credit card(s), and
	Consider working with a qualified credit and lending expert.

Create Your Own Stimulus Package:
By understanding (and implementing) the right way to use credit cards and avoiding these common  
mistakes made by millions of small business owners, you can build and protect a strong credit pro-
file, obtain more funding,  and increase your chances of getting the additional capital you'll need 
to grow your business in the future.

Concluding Summary
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